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Abstract 
This paper explores redistributions effect on competition using the National Football League (NFL) as a 
starting point and moving on to society. We were able to discover the effect redistribution has on a 
variety of economic and sociological variables. For our sociological review we used Bourdieu's theory 
of practice to discover both the actor and the structures relationship with redistribution and competition. 
Our study of the NFL allowed us to see redistribution as a tool and its effects on the competitive play in 
the NFL, in a closed, easily monitored system. We were able to take these findings where they helped 
illuminate how redistribution as an economic force, can affect actors and allow more members of society 
to participate in society and move up the social ladder. We also discovered the importance of education 
in creating a society open to movement. However, despite strong structural possibilities we discovered it 
is actors relationship with their environments that determine competitiveness, redistribution can only 
create possibilities. 
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1 Introduction 
1.1 Problem	  Structure:	  
Redistribution is the allocation of resources to reduce inequality. Therefore, it might be surprising that 
one of the most successful businesses in America, the National Football League (NFL) incorporates 
redistribution in their business model. Business and redistribution are not usually connected, since it 
does not seem logical that a business can prosper by sharing its earnings with competitors. However, the 
NFL is one example where it does. The NFL operates in America, a country where redistribution is 
often frowned upon, but has become by far the most popular and profitable sports league in America, 
thus making this case even more unusual and interesting. It is this anomaly we will be exploring. 
  
1.2 Documentation:	  
In 2005 the NFL had revenues of about $5 billion1. In 2012 that number is estimated to have grown to 
$9.5 billion2, meaning that the NFL, which has existed since the 1920’s has almost doubled their 
revenue, in just the past seven years. The NFL had the top overall operating income of any sports league 
for the 2010/2011 season with $979 million, more than double the $432 million overall operating 
income of the second biggest league, Major League Baseball (MLB). The other main competitors for the 
NFL, the National Basketball Association (NBA) and the National Hockey League (NHL) had operating 
incomes of $175 million and $127 million respectively3. A large part of the NFLs success has been 
credited to the redistribution of resources within the NFL, through revenue sharing, a firm salary cap, 
and the reverse draft order. All of these terms will be explored in depth later in the paper, but we will 
briefly introduce them now. 
  
Revenues from national television deals, and licensing fees for official NFL merchandise are shared 
among the 32 teams in the league. Ticket revenues are also shared, 60% goes to the home team while 
40% goes to the away team4. At the same time the NFL operates with a salary cap. The salary cap puts a 
limit on how much a team can spend on salaries for its players. One intention of this is to make sure that 
                                                
1 Yost, M., “Tailgating, Sacks, and Salary Caps: How the NFL became the most successful sports league in history”. Kaplan. 
2006, p. 14. 
2 Plunketresearch.com, “Sports Industry Overview” 2012 (Online) 
Available: http://www.plunkettresearch.com/sports-recreation-leisure-market-research/industry-statistics (December 17 
2012) 
3 Ibid 
4 Yost, M., p.14. 
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the wealthiest teams do not gain an advantage over the less wealthy franchises. This is in contrast to 
European soccer, where the wealthiest teams usually attract the best talent because they can offer higher 
salaries. 
Finally, the reverse draft order contributes to the NFL as a business using redistributive tools. The draft 
is a yearly event where NFL teams can choose the best football players coming out of college. The team 
that had the worst season in terms of wins and loses the year before gets to pick first, meaning that they 
can pick the player they believe will be the best professional football player. This means that the worst 
teams in the league will have a chance to add elite talent, and improve quickly. 
  
Revenue sharing, salary cap and the reverse draft order promotes competition between the teams and 
ensures that the worst and poorest teams in the league get a helping hand, so they have a chance to 
become better. These are the things that caught our attention and interest. 
  
1.3 Interest:	  
It is the effect of redistribution that is our main interest, but not only in the NFL, also in society. In 
society, resources are redistributed in order to gain more social equality. This is usually done by making 
citizens pay taxes, which can then be invested in a number of things like education, infrastructure and 
health care. Taxes and redistribution are a heavily debated topic, and have been for a long time. It has, in 
many ways, split the waters between the right wing and left wing politically. Right wing supporters 
argue that high taxes and more redistribution can result in people having less incentive to work, when 
they can live of a welfare check, while left wing supporters argue that it helps the weaker people, who 
then do not become a “burden” for society. As well  it can be seen to give more people the opportunity 
to succeed. 
We are interested in researching this topic, to see what effects redistribution has on competition in the 
NFL and in society.  
 
1.4 Problem	  formulation:	  
- How does the redistribution of resources affect competition of actors in society and teams in the 
NFL? 
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It is the effects, contrasts, and similarities of redistribution we wish to investigate in both a business and 
a society. We will do so by attempting to answer the following research questions. 
  
1.5 Research	  questions:	  
- How is the NFL organized, and how does its system of redistribution through revenue sharing and 
the reverse draft order enable competitive parity? 
 
We will unfold this question by exploring redistributional practices undertaken by the NFL, a micro 
economic review exploring the demand, supply, market form and type of good as well as a brand and 
marketing review. 
 
- What economic and sociological variables affect redistribution and competition in society? 
 
 
 
We will investigate this question by examining societies collection and distribution of resources, and 
how this affects both actors and their participation in the social world. 
2 Methodology 
The following chapter will comprise of a description of our methodological choices, including our 
philosophical stance, theoretical instruments, and empirical material.  
As a starting point we will explain our projects epistemological and ontological stances. We will define 
our approaches to be used throughout the project. We will describe our methods, which we chose to 
apply, and clarify our inductive approach. We will elaborate on the strengths and limitations of our 
closed approaches as well. 
2.1 Method/Design:	  
Our project will explore our problem using mixed methods. A mix of quantitative, qualitative data will 
be used, alongside inductive reasoning. Inductive reasoning ''usually emphasizes words rather than 
quantification”5. “It is broadly inductivist, constructivist and interpretavist.''6 
                                                
5 Bryman, A.,“Social Research Methods”, Oxford University Press, 2012, p. 380 
6 Ibid 
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To understand our method for our project we have to consider the two main parts of our paper. The NFL 
and society. To study the NFL as a business we will explore data on its growth and revenue. We will 
also attempt to determine the business plan, branding, marketing and planning the NFL wishes to pursue 
by exploring their business and past decisions. As limited financial data is available on the NFL and its 
franchises, we will be required to use both quantitative and qualitative data. Our theory was generated 
from our research, causing us to use an inductivist approach7. We were also led in our discovery of the 
NFL by our key terms and concepts which were generated during our sociological review. These 
concepts, (discussed in detail in chapter 4) arose from Bourdieu’s relativistic approach to understanding 
the make up of societies. Through our mixed review we were able to operationalize these concepts 
within our understanding of the NFL. 
 
To explore redistribution and competition in society we will use the interpretivist approach. In this 
approach we take our surroundings, which we see every day as created by the human mind, and suppose 
that we can experience these surroundings though our own personal perceptions and beliefs. We have 
taken constructionism as our ontological position, seeing “social properties as outcomes of interactions 
between individuals, rather than phenomena 'out there' and separate from those involved in its 
construction”8. 
Bourdieu’s theory of practice “attempts to break with the pre-given”9 and illuminate things that are 
understood, but not articulated in society. In order to successfully use Bourdieu we have taken a three 
stage approach. 
 
1. The construction of the research object10. 
The construction of our object caused us to create a list of “key terms”11 to not only help us expound our 
ontology but to tie together the realist12 and relativist approaches of our paper. Our key terms are used 
throughout the project to enable a thorough interdisciplinary report. 
 
                                                
7 Ibid 
8 Ibid 
9 Silva, E. and Warde, A., “Cultural Analysis and Bourdieu's Legacy”, Routledge, 2010, p. 19. 
10 Ibid 
11 Silva E. and Warde, A., p. 20.  
12 Crespo, R., ”Keynes’s realisms and their roots”, Oxford Journal 1995 (Online) 
Available: http://www.csog.group.cam.ac.uk/iacr/papers/Crespo.pdf (December 17 2012) 
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- Analyze the position of the field(s). 
- Map out the objective structure of relations between agents who compete for the legitimate forms of 
specific authority of which the field is a site. 
- Analyze the habitus of agents, and the systems of dispositions they have acquired.''13 
 
Our key terms helped us to create and understand the fields we have explored, as well as map their 
relationship to one another. Bourdieu’s theory attempted to marry the actor and the structure, in this way 
we can begin to understand actors, and their different relationships to different fields. The dominant 
members of society and their different relationships with fields needs to be understood to grasp social 
stratification, dominance and misrecognition, which are key concepts in our paper, and in Bourdieu’s 
work. 
3. We have to create a profile of an agent within our field study. This was accomplished by looking at 
habitus and capital, using mixed methods and our inductive approach we were able to create a profile of 
the actor and their relationship within the structure and fields we have created. This final step allows us 
to analyze our large body of work. 
 
Bourdieu advocated for social scientists to use the tools of social science on themselves. That is to say 
he felt only social scientists were able to objectify their subjects and “subject the process to radical 
doubt to ensure science in a close to neutral way”.14 
It is Bourdieu’s method of radical doubt that helps us use his theories effectively and helps us 
understand his position in the social science world. Our desire to break from our initial understanding of 
our research subject and interpret our findings can be seen as our attempt for reflexivity. Bourdieu 
advocated for reflexivity on the part of the scientist and this concept, as well as the concept of radical 
doubt helps us to further understand and operationalize his theories. 
2.2 Limitations: 
Due to the relatively short time frame for this project, certain things were not investigated or included in 
the project. Covering a complex organization like the NFL in just a few months meant that we had to 
carefully choose what was included. We had to leave out an important part, the relationship between the 
                                                
13 Silva E. and Warde, A., p. 20. 
14 Delanty, G. and Strydom, P., “Philosophies of Social Science”, Open University Press, 2003, p. 370. 
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NFL and the National Football League Players Association (NFLPA). This is the players union and they 
have an impact on how the NFL is run. The NFL and NFLPA has to come to agreements on rules for 
how much players earn, how many percent of the total revenue should go to player salaries, player 
insurance, length of contracts and many other things. However, including and investigating the 
relationship between the NFL (and its teams and owners) and the players, and the effects of this complex 
relationship within our timeframe would have been too big of a task. 
Another limitation is that an organization like the NFL does not share all its information with the public. 
Therefore certain data and information has not been possible to find. A more complete set of data on the 
NFL would have enabled us to enlighten the redistribution of the resources within the NFL even better, 
which was one of the main interests of this project; redistribution of resources in a strange place like the 
NFL.  
In relation to the sociological part of the project, Bourdieu's work is often criticized most notably due to 
Bourdieu never seeing the actor or structure as the dominant variable in his epistemology. As well, his 
theory of habitus has been criticized as seeing the middle class as normative15. Habitus is also arguably 
the most important part of his theory of practice, in that regard our paper is short on explanations and 
understandings of habitus. It was our desire to perform interviews, and questionnaires to better 
understand different actors and differing habituses. We did perform 3 interviews with adults and their 
relationship with the education system in Denmark but, due to time constraints were unable to include 
them in the final project. As well, we desired to look further into the sociological effects of 
redistribution by examining innovation and entrepreneurship in societies. Again, due to time constraints 
and contradictory data, in part caused by varying definitions of innovation and entrepreneurship we 
chose to omit this information from our final project. 
 
2.3 Epistemology	  and	  Ontology:	  
Understanding Pierre Bourdieu’s epistemology is a difficult task, Bourdieu tried to avoid being put into 
any one epistemological box, his broad theory of practice was constructed to avoid epistemological 
labels. Although acknowledging the importance of labels he referred to the “opposition between 
subjectivism and objectivism as dividing the social sciences and as being the most fundamental, and 
most ruinous”16. He referred to his work as “structuralist constructavism or a constructavist 
                                                
15 Silva E. and Warde, A., p. 85. 
16 Grenfell, M., “Pierre Bourdieu: Key Concepts”, Acumen. 2008, p.43 
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structuralism”17. Bourdieu’s career intersected with a time when Marxism was a common point of 
departure for European Social scientists18. Many accredit Marx with being an early constructivist, he 
saw man as created by nature, and consequentially creating the social world in a cognitive manner. His 
focus was on capitalism and the exploitation of the proletariat worker. According to Marx, there were 
only two players in the social world, the owners of capital and the worker who was being exploited.  
Bourdieu’s work can be seen as an extension of Marx's work. Where Marx saw the owner of capital and 
the worker as the two factors at play in society, Bourdieu added individual actors tastes and preferences, 
he called this an actor’s habitus. Bourdieu’s work can then be seen to have 3 factors that make up 
society, the owners of capital, the workers, and the workers properties19. 
 
Taxes and Redistribution: 
Taxes are the first part to understanding redistribution. Considering redistribution as the allocation of 
resources to alleviate inequality it is important to understand that the creation of this revenue is related 
to redistribution. Actors are affected both by taxation and redistribution. It is our understanding that 
agents cannot act outside of societal constraints, as they are subject to economic forces. It is imperative 
to consider taxation and subsequent redistribution as the first point to how we see an actors relationship 
with the social world. 
Bourdieu considers economics to be a dominant societal field, or arena, where actors participate.  In this 
way economics should be considered to influence actors socialization and relationship with society.  
This is important for our philosophical discussion because it is the basis for our research. As we are 
looking into redistribution and competition we must lay the framework out for the constructed reality we 
wish to investigate. Economics is seen as a powerful agent and taxation and the subsequent 
redistribution is the first step to understanding the socially constructed world of actors. 
 
Income inequality: 
Income inequality is the outcome of uneven redistribution practices and structural constraints that affect 
actors20. This inequality is reproduced over generations. It can be aided to a certain degree by 
redistribution but cannot be alleviated through taxation and redistribution alone. The large differences 
                                                
17 Silva E. and Warde, A., p. 19. 
18 Broady, D.,“The epistemological tradition in French sociology”, Department of Media Studies, University of Bergen, 
1997, p. 97-119. 
19 Grenfell, M., p. 51.  
20 Keister, L. and Southgate, D.,“Inequality, A Contemporary Approach to Race, Class and Gender”. Cambridge University 
Press. 2012. 
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between countries in terms of income inequality illustrate an actors inability to control their own social 
status, without being affected by strong structures around them. 
For Bourdieu, income inequality is part of the reproduction of society by dominant members. To him, it 
is affected by economic and symbolic capital, but that does not explain the entire process. It would be 
impossible to reach perfect income equality because, learned social practices, and symbolic violence or 
oppression will always lead to a class system in which one class is subordinate to another21. 
This helps us understand the limitations of redistribution, it is overly simple to consider redistribution 
and income transfers as the key to alleviate income inequality, however, with our understanding of 
Bourdieu we can see that not only are actors forced to participate in certain fields within society, but 
they are forced to submit to the dominant members of society who not only control the societal ranking 
of fields but create the rules of play for the fields in which actors must practice22. 
 
Education and Social Mobility: 
We see education and social mobility as the most important social fields affecting actors 
competitiveness in society. Considering an actor that is affected by their surroundings we can see that 
their place in a society is affected by both taxation and redistribution. As an actor moves through their 
life course they become active participants in society and begin their own independent lives, we can see 
that education is the most important tool an actor has can access, in order to improve their position in 
society. As well, we have discovered that education is the most effective non economic factor in 
determining social mobility. 
For Bourdieu, education was the prime example of the reproduction of the dominant classes and “an 
instrument of change”23. For him it was not possible to participate within the field of education without 
being subordinate to symbolic violence, and oppression from the dominant classes24. His view on social 
mobility takes into account learned and reproduced behavior, practices and tastes. He considers not only 
the structure that actors must participate in but considers individual preferences that can explain actions 
in a society that may run counter intuitive to the structure where actors participate. 
 
 
 
                                                
21 Grenfell, M., p. 76. 
22 Grenfell, M., p. 95 and 183. 
23 Silva E. and Warde, A., p. 15. 
24 Grenfell, M., p. 184. 
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Competitiveness: 
The above terms incorporate the shared knowledge of our ontology and allow us to illuminate 
Bourdieu's Epistemology, as well as understand the socially constructed fields that an actor must 
participate in. We can consider a particular agent living through their life and understand the influences 
that affect and predetermine the choices, and options that they have. Bourdieu's focus is on the dominant 
classes, as well as the practices of agents, our focus reflects this but considers competitiveness as a 
multidimensional variable that can be statistically verified. In that respect it is also possible to consider 
the NFL, and competition in the NFL under the same epistemology as a society, that is not to say the 
NFL will be considered the same as a society, but we are able to explore the fields of the NFL and 
determine how they have implemented redistributional practices to improve competitiveness in the 
league. In much the same way a society raises revenue and redistributes it, the NFL can be seen to do the 
same. The NFL is a closed system that is easier to control, however we can see that their redistributional 
practices take into account a desire for improved competition in the league. The actors and individual 
teams in the NFL are subject to a variety of fields, and these fields are subordinate to the economic field, 
much the same as in society. Teams in the NFL can be seen to move up and down the competitive ladder 
and are influenced by their structure and must participate in this structure, subordinate to outside forces 
and oppressed by dominant members desires for the leagues direction which they steer through the 
economic and other fields to accomplish their result. 
 
3 The NFL and Redistribution 
- How is the NFL organized, and how does its system of redistribution through revenue sharing and 
the reverse draft order enable competitive parity? 
 
In order to better grasp what the NFL is and how it redistributes resources, and how the teams compete, 
we will briefly introduce the NFL and how its redistribution started, and then look further into the actual 
redistribution, and perform a micro-economic review of the NFL, in order to understand it as an 
organization, and how it gets the revenue, which it redistributes. The overview will also explain the 
interaction between supply - the availability of the NFL and demand - the desire for that product within 
the sports industry.  
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3.1 Introduction	  to	  the	  NFL:	  
The National Football League (NFL) is the largest and most elite American Football league in the world. 
It was founded in 1920 as the American Professional Football Association, but changed its name to the 
National Football League two years later. In 1935 the first steps towards redistribution of resources were 
taken, as the reverse draft order was proposed and accepted25. The NFL commissioner at that time, Bert 
Bell knew that teams could not fill out stadiums if the fans knew the outcome of the game before it even 
started, and he believed that more equal opportunities for the teams would lead to a more successful 
league. 
In the 1960s a new commissioner, Pete Rozelle, introduced another way to redistribute resources, 
revenue sharing26. He convinced the big market teams to scrap their local television deals (which were 
more lucrative than the deals of the small market teams) and agree to a national one. The money from 
this deal would then be equally shared between the leagues teams, meaning that small market teams 
would have better chances to compete with big market teams27. 
About 30 years later the salary cap, which sets a limit on how much teams can spend on player salaries 
was introduced. 
With these 3 concepts the NFL build its business plan on competitive play, redistribution of resources 
and the idea that any team can beat any other on ”any give Sunday”28 (the day teams usually play). All 
of the concepts have developed a great deal. We will now further investigate them. 
 
3.2 A	  season	  in	  the	  NFL:	  
In order to understand the redistribution of resources through the draft and revenue sharing it is 
important to understand how a season in the NFL works. The NFL currently consists of 32 teams, and is 
split up into two conferences, the American Football Conference (AFC) and the National Football 
Conference (NFC). Each conference has four divisions with four teams in each, meaning each 
conference consists of 16 teams.  
The NFL and the other major American sports leagues are very different from most of the European 
ones. For instance, in European soccer you usually play about 30-40 games and the team that has 
assembled the most points in those games are crowned league champions. In the NFL there is both a 
                                                
25 Yost, M., p. XI. 
26 Yost, M., p. XII. 
27 Yost, M., p. 3.  
28 Yost, M., p. XII 
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regular season, consisting of 16 games for each team, and after that come the playoffs. The regular 
season is like a season in a European soccer league where every team plays the same amount of games. 
After the regular season come the playoffs. The playoffs are a single game elimination tournament 
where the 6 best regular season teams from each conference participate. The four division winners from 
each conference are ranked 1-4 depending on their record. The two teams with the best record who did 
not win their division are ranked 5-6 (called Wild Cards), again, depending on their record/winning 
percentage. See Figure 1 below for an overview of the NFL playoffs29. 
Figure 1 
 
 
This means that a team can actually be the best teams in the regular season, which in European soccer 
for instance would make them champions. But in the NFL the best regular season team might lose in 
their first playoff game and their season will be over. Another difference between the NFL and 
European soccer leagues is that there is no relegation or delegation in American Football, like there is in 
European soccer. There is only the NFL. There are minor semi-professional leagues, but none of them 
are affiliated with the NFL. This means that unlike European soccer there are no leagues below or the 
NFL, and no matter how bad a team is it will stay in the league. Of course teams might move to another 
city if the team is sold and the new ownership wants to move it. 
 
                                                
29 NFL.com, “Playoff picture” 2012 (Online) 
Available: http://www.nfl.com/playoffs/playoff-picture (December 17 2012) 
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3.3 Redistribution	  –	  The	  NFL	  Draft:	  
Now that we know how a season works we can first look into the NFL draft. In European soccer the 
teams that finish at the top of their league will usually qualify to tournaments like the Champions 
League or the Europa League. But the teams that don’t finish in the top have nothing to look forward to. 
In the NFL, the teams that finish outside of the playoffs do. They can look forward to the NFL Draft. 
The draft is an event that takes place every year where NFL teams can pick up amateur players coming 
out of college. The draft consists of 7 rounds, with 32 players being picked in each round. Each team has 
a pick in each round. The draft is arranged, so that all the teams that did not make the playoffs draft in 
reverse order of their placement in the standings. The team that had the worst winning percentage the 
previous year, get to pick first in the draft, the team with the second worst records picks second etc. If 
teams have the same win-loss record there are a number of tiebreakers like strength of schedule 
(combined wins for each teams opponents during the season) to determine what team picks before the 
other. However the team that loses the tiebreaker gets to pick before the team that won the tiebreaker in 
the next round, which means that teams that end up in tiebreakers will just swap draft position in each 
round of the draft. The draft position of the teams that did make the playoffs depends on how far they 
made it in the playoffs. Teams that are eliminated in the wild card round pick 21-24 depending on their 
record, teams eliminated in the divisional round pick 25-28, the two teams that loses the conference 
champions picks 29-30 and the Super Bowl runner up and winner picks 31 and 32. 
  
The NFL draft and its reverse order system show that a resource (talent) is redistributed. The worst 
teams constantly get new elite talent, which improves their chances of having a good team again very 
quickly. Teams are not guaranteed to get the best player with the first pick in the draft, or a good player 
at all. One team and their coaching staff and talent scouts might evaluate one specific player different 
than another, and you can never fully know whether a player can be as good in the NFL as he was in 
college. Maybe he is not athletic enough, maybe he is not smart enough, maybe he will not fit into the 
team and its system, maybe he will get injured etc. There are a host of factors that decide whether you 
get one or more great players with your draft picks every year. You can have the best scouts and the 
most advanced statistical analysis tools but there is also a certain amount of skill and luck involved 
when it comes to drafting players to an NFL team. 
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3.4 Redistribution	  –	  Revenue	  Sharing:	  
The NFL Draft improves the competitiveness of the league, and ensures that even the worst teams can 
get better. But there are also other redistribution tools, such as revenue sharing that improves 
competition in the league.  
The money that the NFL gets from their TV deals with the big TV networks is shared equally among the 
teams. In 2005 the NFL agreed to TV deals that paid them about $3.75 billion a year until 201130. In 
2011 a lot of those deal were renegotiated, and in 2014 the NFL will make roughly $7 billion a year 
from their TV deals31. 
Since this revenue is shared equally among the 32 teams, it means the teams will all start with more than 
$200 million dollars and that is only from revenue from TV deals. Revenue from ticket sales is also 
shared. For every game, the home team gets 60% of the gates, and the away team gets 40%. This further 
ensures that big market teams who will often have a bigger fan base do not gain too much of a 
competitive advantage over small market teams, by making way more money from tickets than small 
market teams.  
The NFL also shares the profits they gain from selling licensed merchandise. The profits are about 8-
12% percent of the wholesale price. In 2004 the merchandise was a $3.5 billion business32. After 
operating expenses and taxes, each team made about $4 million.  
 
3.5 Salary	  Cap:	  
The shared revenue relates to the salary cap, which is a limit on how much teams can spend on player 
salaries. The salary cap is determined with an advanced calculation system, and it changes every year. It 
is always set lower than the total amount of shared revenue each team receives. This means that every 
team can cover its player salaries with the money they receive from the shared revenue pool. For the 
2011-2012 season the salary cap was set at $120.6 million33. There is also a salary cap floor that forces 
                                                
30 Yost, M., p. 78. 
31 Badenhausen, K., Forbes.com, ”The NFL Signs TV Deals Worth $27 billion” 2011 (Online) 
Available: http://www.forbes.com/sites/kurtbadenhausen/2011/12/14/the-nfl-signs-tv-deals-worth-26-billion/ (December 17 
2012) 
32 Yost, M., p. 137.  
33 Farrar, D., sports.yahoo.com, ”2012 NFL salary cap set at $120.6 million” 2011 (Online) 
Available: http://sports.yahoo.com/blogs/nfl-shutdown-corner/2012-nfl-salary-cap-set-120-6-million-211140326.html 
(December 17 2012) 
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team to spend a certain amount of money on player salaries. For the upcoming 2012-2013 season that 
number will be almost 89% meaning that teams have to spend about $108 million on player salaries34.  
The salary makes the NFL a more even playing field. It ensures that the richer teams do not gain a 
competitive advantage over the less rich teams. If no salary cap was in place the richest teams would be 
able to offer players bigger salaries than the teams that doesn’t have the same amount of money. This 
would create an uneven playing field, and could lead to the same teams dominating the league year after 
year, which the NFL does not want, since they build their league on the “any given Sunday” principle. 
They want as even competition for every team that they can get.  
 
The even competition is working out just how the NFL envisioned it. For the 2011-2012 season the NFL 
averaged over 67.000 people in attendance per game, making it the most attended sports league in North 
America35. The 2012 revenue of the NFL is estimated to be $9.5 billion. In 2006 this number was about 
$5 billion, meaning that in just six years the NFL, which has existed for almost 90 years, has managed to 
double its revenue. This clearly shows that the NFL is a very successful business that is still growing. In 
order to further investigate the NFL as a business, we will perform a microeconomic review of it.  
 
3.6 Micro	  Economic	  Review:	  
This chapter will perform a micro economic review of the NFL by determining what type of good it is, 
and looking into its market form and supply and demand. 
 
3.6.1 Type	  of	  Good:	  
The NFL puts out different products that need to be analyzed separately. NFL games are mostly private 
goods. They are shown on satellite TV, NFL Game Pass or live at the stadium. All these options of 
watching games cost money, and are therefore excludable goods. The TV games are non-rivalrous since 
one individuals use of it, does not reduce the amount others can consume.  However, watching the game 
at a stadium is rivalrous since there is only a certain amount of seats available at each stadium, and once 
they are sold out, there is not any left to consume. This makes the games at stadiums a club 
                                                
34 Lackner, A., ”NFL Salary Cap”, 2012 (Online) 
Available: http://www.askthecommish.com/SalaryCap/faq.aspx (December 17 2012) 
35 Plunketresearch.com, “Sports Industry Overview” 2012 (Online) 
Available: http://www.plunkettresearch.com/sports-recreation-leisure-market-research/industry-statistics (December 17 
2012) 
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good. Another product that the NFL puts out is licensed merchandise like clothing, cups and towels with 
logos on etc. These are private goods since they are both excludable and rivalrous. It is important to note 
that the games are the most important product of the NFL. The competitive play creates excitement 
about the league and its teams, and thus creates the demand for merchandise and broadcasting of the 
games on TV and the Internet. 
 
3.6.2 Market	  form:	  
The NFL has a collective structure, where franchise/team owners cooperate with each other in the long 
term interest of all the teams. The teams are producing a joint product, and in order to do so they agree 
upon rules, which govern games, allocation of resources and revenues, geographical markets for their 
franchises, circumstances for entry into the NFL, franchise relocation and the market for players. The 
league is operating as a cartel, which means that no team can dominate the market. Because of this, the 
NFL can be seen as a cartel organization of 32 independent firms, performing under the cooperative 
governing body of the league. Teams are given an opportunity to exercise control over prices for the 
tickets and sale of other goods within the team’s stadiums. The teams also control the market for 
players, since the NFL is the only American Football league in America, and when players enter it 
through the draft, they do not have control of which team they will play for. Players that are drafted in 
the first round sign four year deals, with an option for a fifth year, and players drafted in the later rounds 
sign three year deals36. The only way a player can actually choose his team is if he is not drafted, or 
when his rookie contract expires. The long rookie contracts is another way the NFL promotes equal 
opportunities for teams, since the best draft picks go to the worst teams, these players have to stay with 
the teams so the teams can improve. If the rookie contracts were only one year, players might leave the 
bad teams, and join elite teams. This is another way in which the NFL works as a cartel.  
Cartels allow the possibility to generate high profits for all members, this is in contrast to the scenario 
where firms are competing against each other for resources and consumers.  
 
Defining the NFL’s market position is a matter of how narrow we define the league’s market. We will 
not focus on the NFL’s market within the entire professional sports industry, but rather only the 
                                                
36 Jones, M. and Maske, M. ”NFL Rookies Signing Contracts Rapidly Under New Salary System”, Washington Post, 2012, 
Online 
Available: http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/football-insider/post/rookies-signing-contracts-rapidly-under-new-salary-
cap-system/2012/05/16/gIQAfSQMUU_blog.html (December 17 2012) 
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American football industry. In this way we can see the NFL exercises elements of monopoly power in 
terms of delivering premier professional American football. This means that the NFL operates solely as 
a league within the football industry, and not within an oligopoly, where a few different professional 
sports leagues compete with one another.   
 
Despite the NFL operating with monopoly power in the American Football market, other professional 
sports leagues can help us understand the NFLs position relative to their indirect competitors. Major 
League Baseball (MLB), the National Basketball Association (NBA), and the National Hockey League 
(NHL) are alternatives to the NFL, and hence are substitutes produced by rival industries. Much of the 
competition between these sports leagues is in terms of the marketing of their specific brands. As NFL 
teams have no close competitors to its sports activities, they are meeting relatively inelastic demand. 
While operating as a cartel organization, the NFL has some elements of a monopoly. There are high 
barriers for new firm to enter into the league industry. These barriers can take various forms: 
-       Territorial rights. 
-       Entry fee (limits to entry due to the closed system of the NFL). 
-       Control over key inputs and resources. 
  
The league has market power in the geographical markets where it holds games. League membership 
(franchise) makes team owners to be certain of territorial rights, which guard teams from direct 
competition in their local cities. This means that other league members are not allowed to have games 
and game broadcasting in the local cities of other leagues members without acceptance of the local team. 
These territorial rights define entry barriers for new teams to enter the NFL or for present franchises to 
reposition, they need to ensure approval of the existing league’s members. This may require for other 
teams to acquire the local team’s approval and consequently raises costs. These territorial rights are also 
in the interest of rent seekers, the stadiums, as the league provides certainty in the future. Other factors 
are that broadcasting, in terms of territorial rights decreases potential earnings of other teams, because 
the ability to merchandise broadcasting rights in the place of other teams can be refused. The NFL is a 
closed venture. If a city wants to have an NFL franchise it should be able to pay an entry fee and prices 
charged by the league, which also accounts stadium agreements to start, operate and retain franchise. 
Another discouraging entry factor is the difficulty of having admission to appropriate stadium facilities. 
Because occupant teams have special rental agreements with local stadiums. 
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Regarding the resources, the league is exercising collective agreements, which cover selection and 
contracts and distribution of players between the teams. These collective agreements give teams a 
degree of monopoly power over access to the talented and skilled players. It can also be seen in terms of 
the draft system. The draft system allows improving team’s opportunities to be competitive and restrains 
newcomers from being able to get the best players.  
Since the NFL appears as a powerful and well organized organization, it is a part of our interest to 
investigate how individual teams are operating under the NFL umbrella to produce a joint product. From 
our market form overview, we can see that NFL operates its organization as a cartel, which refers to the 
collective structure where teams are interdependent and tend to cooperate with each other in order to 
produce a better product. 
 
3.6.3 Supply	  and	  Demand:	  
Ticket sales: 
Considering the NFL as having a monopoly on professional football, while indirectly competing with 
other professional sports associations, we can begin to explore the market demand, for football games as 
well as access to the NFLs peripheral services. A major difference between the NFL and its competitors 
is the amount of games played. 
- NFL plays 16 regular season games. 
- MLB plays 162 regular season games. 
- NBA and NHL both play 82 regular season games. 
The amount of regular seasons games played begins our understanding of the supply. Determining the 
price points people are willing to pay to see one of these games is difficult due to the various available 
seating options. Looking at the lowest cost tickets we can see that37: 
- MLB tickets can often be found for $10.  
- NBA and NHL tickets are more often in the $30-$50 range although some stadiums sell the worst 
seats for $10-$20.  
- NFL sells tickets starting in the $100 price range.  
 
                                                
37 Ticketmaster.com 2012 (Online) 
Available: http://www.ticketexchangebyticketmaster.com/ (December 17 2012) 
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If you consider seeing every baseball game for $10 and every NFL game for $100 at the end of the 
season you will have spent the same amount. This of course assumes you are buying the least expensive 
seat, prices can go up by over 100 percent. 
Considering ticket sales in the NFL we can see that demand is high compared to the relatively short 
supply. Of the 32 teams in the NFL 24 have waiting lists, the approximate wait times range from 1 to 50 
years. Eight teams have no waiting list and others have anywhere from 2000 to 150,000 people38. Part of 
the reason for this is the short season, only 16 games, 8 of which are played at home. As well, season 
ticket holders have the option to remain as such for life. Some franchises have even allowed season 
ticket holders to pass the tickets on to immediate family after death. Considering the average NFL 
stadium seats just under 70,000 people compared to an NBA or NHL arena that seats closer to 
20,0003940 we begin to understand the high demand for NFL games. Since 2008 no team has had a less 
than 70 percent attendance rating. Most teams sell around 90 percent of available tickets. The lowest 
ticket sales since 2008 was the Oakland Raiders, this is partly explained by their 2007 record. They went 
4 wins and 12 losses in 2007 and 5 wins and 11 losses in 20084142.  
The lack of ticket sales for any one team hurts the league, not only for lost revenue but also due to the 
60/40 home team away team split. Teams visiting the Oakland Raiders especially those in their 
conference who play them more often in a season are hurt by their relatively poor ticket sales. There are 
of course many variables to this. Team performance, visiting team performance, stadium location and 
desirability as well as advertising and historical connection and importance of certain teams to cities 
contribute to various franchise demands. It can be generalized that demand for tickets to live games are 
in high demand, in part due to the limited supply. 
 
Television: 
In 1956 the NFL signed its first television deal. In 1958 the Baltimore Colts defeated the New York 
Giants in the finals. The game is considered one of the greatest games ever played in professional 
                                                
38 Sherman, L., Forbes.com, ”Toughest NFL Waiting Lists” 2007 (Online) 
Available: . http://www.forbes.com/2007/09/07/nfl-football-tickets-forbeslife-cx_ls_0907tickets.html (December 17 2012) 
39 ESPN.com, ”NFL-Attendance 2012” 2012 (Online) 
Available:http://espn.go.com/nfl/attendance (December 17 2012) 
40 ESPN.com, ”NBA-Attendance 2012” 2012 (Online) 
Available: http://espn.go.com/nba/attendance (December 17 2012) 
41 Pro-football-reference.com, ”2008 Oakland Raiders” 2012 (Online) 
Available: http://www.pro-football-reference.com/teams/rai/2008.htm (December 17 2012) 
42 Pro-football-reference.com, ”2007 Oakland Raiders” 2012 (Online) 
Available: http://www.pro-football-reference.com/teams/rai/2007.htm (December 17 2012) 
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football and began an upward trend in the popularity of the NFL on television. It was shown on national 
television to a large audience. During the 1960s the NFL eclipsed MLB as the most watched 
professional sport. The NFL has continued to sign lucrative television deals. 
- 1974 signed a deal worth $63 million. 
- 1979 signed a deal worth $164 million. 
- 1982 signed a deal worth  $427 million. 
- 1987 signed a deal worth $468 million. 
- 1990 signed a deal worth $925 million. 
- 1998  signed a deal worth $2.2 billion. 
- 2006-2011  signed a deal worth approximately $3.75 billion 43. 
 
The NFL can be seen on the American east coast every Sunday during the season from approximately 
12:30 to 23:30. Three different time slots are filled with games during these 11 hours. This constitutes 
the majority of the games played, and is a part of the supply of the NFL. Increased access to games 
through digital and satellite television has increased the availability of games. As several games are 
played at the same times between 12:30 and 22:30 it is possible to continuously switch between games 
watching up to eight games at once. 
Not all games are played on Sunday. In 1970 the NFL decided to start Monday Night Football. This was 
their first attempt to take the NFL into prime time. In its first season, Monday night football gathered 33 
percent of all possible television viewers44. 
From 1970 to 1990 Monday Night Football ranked as the 25th most watched program or better. 
From 1990 to 2001 Monday Night Football ranked as the 12th most watched program or better45.  
Monday Night Football and the NFL on Sunday, receive strong viewership. Using the Nielsen rating 
system which assigns a number based on the percent of televisions tuned into any particular program, 
we can see that the NFL rates strongly compared to its professional sports competitors. 
''The NFL typically delivers a regular season television rating of about 10. By comparison, basketball 
delivers about a 3, Major League Baseball a 2.5, and hockey less than 1. For the playoffs, the NFL rating 
jumps to the mid teens, while baseball goes to about 7, basketball to about 5, and the NHL about 3. 
                                                
43 Yost, M., p. 77-78. 
44 Yost, M., p. 87. 
45 Fbibler.chez.com “Top Rated Programs” 2002 (Online) 
Available: http://fbibler.chez.com/tvstats/ratings_us_index.html (December 17 2012) 
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When it comes to the Championship games, the NFL blows the other sports leagues out of the water in 
ratings. The 10 most-watched TV programs of all time in terms of total viewers are all Super Bowls”46. 
Television has increased the supply of the NFL to the average viewer. As cable television continues to 
provide more and more channels fans are able to access more of the NFL. There is little cost from the 
consumer to access one more game, however the utility they may get from access to one more game on a 
Sunday afternoon could conceivably be very high. As viewership continues upwards it can be theorized 
that the demand is rising with the supply. As the cost to the consumer is not rising dramatically with 
each new available game it is hard to determine the maximum price a consumer would be willing to pay 
for access to games. It would depend on the individual and his or her relationship with the teams in any 
particular game. 
 
Technology: 
The NFL has also been a leader in adopting new technologies. They have benefited from the Internet, 
digital cable, digital radio and satellite television. With the proliferation of these new mediums the NFL 
decided to start its own network. In 2003 they started the NFL network and began broadcasting games 
through the NFL network on Sirius satellite radio. As well, the NFL network has also begun showing 
games on Thursday nights in 2006. 
In 1996 NFL.com was launched, it has, along with the Internet, been growing ever since. In September 
2005 NFL.com had 16 million unique visitors, up from 14.5 million the previous September and up 
from 5.4 million in 2000. In 2012 the website has had over 1.1 million visitors and has a daily revenue 
of over 20 thousand dollars47. Its 2005 hit ranking is behind only ESPN in terms of sports related 
websites48. Individual franchises also have their own websites. Revenue generated from NFL.com is 
distributed evenly among the 32 teams but revenue generated from the team websites are kept by the 
team. This has led to individual teams creating products that further integrate fans. The Pittsburgh 
Steelers sell memberships to their website that allows for fans to get access to highlights, interviews and 
things like virtual stadium and locker room walkthroughs that other visitors to the website cannot 
                                                
46 Yost, M., p. 10. 
47 Statscrop.com 2012 (Online) 
Available: http://www.statscrop.com/www/nfl.com (December 17 2012) 
48 Yost, M., p. 108. 
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access49. Teams are beginning to see this as a way to generate team only revenue in much the same way 
as the sale of private box seats. 
NFL Game Pass is a new comprehensive service available to fans of the NFL living outside of the 
U.S.A. For approximately 110 Euros Game Pass provides access to NFL TV programs50, highlight 
shows, interviews, as well as all games that can be viewed live or after they have been played on 
demand. This is done through NFL.com and can also be used on mobile devices. All professional sports 
leagues are following with this service. This service is only available to individuals outside of the U.S.A. 
because of the lucrative national television deals the NFL has. The NFL does not make membership 
numbers available but there is demand from outside the U.S.A for the NFL. The NFL has worldwide 
television deals that show between one and five games a week but not the amount of games that 
American viewers have access to. Game Pass can be seen to satisfy the demand by increasing the supply 
for the international market. 
For the American market the NFL provides its ‘Sunday Ticket’ service targeted towards the North 
American market. Sunday Ticket gives access to the broadcasts of all the league’s games. This allows 
NFL fans in North America to watch every game no matter where they are located, local blackouts do 
not apply on Sunday ticket. One of Sunday tickets features is the ability to watch 8 games at once, and re 
watch games that have already been played.    
Demand for the NFL can be seen to include ticket sales, television viewership, game pass membership 
and website hits. Certain individuals may have Digital Cable for other reasons than football. Perhaps 
they enjoy watching Monday Night Football and nothing else NFL related, if the NFL exclusively 
offered a system like Game Pass where they were forced to pay to watch, they may decline to pay and 
viewership may decrease. As well, Internet hits cost the consumer little to nothing but generates revenue 
for the League and individual teams. Ticket sales are the most direct way to see the demand and price 
consumers are willing to pay to see the NFL. We can see that stadium attendance is high throughout the 
entire league. As well, viewership for Monday Night Football has steadily ranked as one of the top 
programs since 1970 and continues to gain popularity. 
 
                                                
49 Yost, M., p. 111. 
50 NFL.com, ”Game Pass” 2012 (Online) 
Available: https://gamepass.nfl.com/nflgp/secure/packages?ttv=9&ttp=3 (December 17 2012) 
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3.7 Cost	  Structures:	  
The NFL teams, as any other business, incur costs to acquire resources and run their activities. Since the 
teams franchises are privately owned, it is impossible to find the financial information available to 
estimate the leagues operating costs. 
Variable costs refer to the operating expenses of the league. The expenses to employ coaches and 
players construct the major part of the variable costs of sports teams. Wages are in large part spent on 
players salaries. We know that the salary cap for the 2012-2013 season is $120.6 million51. However this 
does not include scouts, trainers marketing teams etc. Fixed costs comprise stadium agreements, 
equipment, transportation etc. In case the team doesn’t have its own stadium, they have to pay rent or 
debt from buying or building it. Fixed costs also comprise utility bills for the stadium, advertising, 
marketing and administrative expenses. 
It is also possible that NFL franchises do not want competing teams to fully understand their cost 
structure. It is conceivable that rivals could gain valuable knowledge if they were able to attain financial 
reports. As well, the NFL may collect all franchise financial reports and keep the information private so 
only they can understand the financial operations of the entire league.  
 
3.8 Conclusion:	  
Demand and Supply are closely related and can only be understood in relation to one another. The 
Supply of NFL games is kept short to ensure a high demand, this can be seen in comparison to the other 
professional sports leagues. New media has opened the door for other avenues of access to the NFL. The 
NFL has been successful in taking advantage of this through their website as well as their 24 hour 7 day 
a week NFL network. The NFL has successfully fractured its offerings to be able to offer a product to a 
variety of fans of the NFL. We can see there are 3 main categories of NFL fans.  
- Heavy fans, people who deeply focus in following specific team or individual player’s performance 
and statistics 
- Ordinary or traditional fans, people who have minimum interest; personally attending games in 
order to follow their favorite team or just purchase the league’s merchandising (i.e. apparel and 
etc.), without heavy usage of web-based platforms. 
                                                
51 Farrar, D., sports.yahoo.com, ”2012 NFL salary cap set at $120.6 million” 2011 (Online) 
Available: http://sports.yahoo.com/blogs/nfl-shutdown-corner/2012-nfl-salary-cap-set-120-6-million-211140326.html 
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- Non fans, people who are not really interested in football sport activities, but attend or watch games 
in order to socialize, or spend time with other people. 
 
The NFL has only one product in essence. Competitive play is all they can sell, its other services are 
peripherals to competitive play. If there is no interest in the games there will be no interest in 
merchandise, highlights or other content on the NFL network or NFL.com. The NFL ensures, through 
highly competitive play, and a focus on the importance of competition, both, a strong brand image, and a 
high demand for their main and peripheral products. We will now explore the brand and marketing of 
the NFL.  
 
3.9 Brand	  and	  Marketing:	  
3.9.1 Brand	  Identity:	  
“The NFL has the unique responsibility to uphold the highest standards. Our fans – comprising the 
largest and most diverse audience in sports entertainment – expect no less. That is the 
reason every communication by the NFL and its business partners has the potential to significantly 
impact respect for the NFL.(…) It is a guideline to ensure that your NFL-related communication, 
product, promotion, or business initiative is consistent with our goals. 
The NFL brand stands for tradition, teamwork, excellent, Community, integrity, innovation.”52 
All aspects of the brand image are covered, from logos and team uniforms, highlights, press 
conferences, player and team media relations, camera work, endorsements and the live and televised 
experience are all carefully controlled by the NFL. 
The players themselves are the most obvious ways the NFL can brand itself. Since Johnny Unitas in 
1958, quarterbacks have been the star players of the NFL and its individual teams53. We can still see the 
top 9 most marketable players are all quarterbacks54. Quarterbacks are arguably the most important 
players on the team and often decide the outcome of games. Their high pay compared to their teammates 
is due both to their marketability and to their importance on the team. 
 
                                                
52 Goodell, R. ”Communicating the NFL Brand” 2010 (Online) 
Available: http://sign2esymbol.files.wordpress.com/2010/05/nflbrandingguidelines.pdf (December 17 2012) 
53 Yost, M., p. 17. 
54 Lillibridge, M., ”The Most Marketable Players in the NFL” 2012 (Online) 
Available: http://bleacherreport.com/articles/1356757-the-most-marketable-players-in-the-nfl (December 17 2012) 
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3.9.2 Brand	  Position:	  
The NFL is in the luxurious position of having no direct competitors for professional football. They do 
however compete with other professional sports. In this way they position themselves as a tough and 
rugged sport. The highly physical nature of the game lends itself to this image. The NFL has adopted 
this as their position in relation to the other professional sports leagues. The NFL network, NFL.com 
and all other peripherals are additions to promote the experience of users. 
The NFL has a wide audience including both men and women. 30 percent of women say their favorite 
sport is football55 and the NFL does well with the key male 18-39 demographic56. Television deals 
across the world, NFL Game Pass, and the new tradition of playing one or more games per season, in 
either London, Toronto or Mexico has started to expand the brand worldwide. There are already several 
football leagues in Europe, and a professional football league in Canada. These leagues do not have the 
talent to compete with the NFL but they do create awareness for the game internationally and prepare 
countries for possible expansion of the NFL 
 
3.9.3 Marketing:	  
High Quality Low Quantity: 
The NFL brand and the way it is marketed can be seen in relation to the limited supply of the NFL and 
its distributional practices. With only 16 games played compared to 82 or 163 for its closest competitors, 
it is important that every game is interesting. Paying ticket holders have only 8 chances a year to see 
their team play in person so it is important for the brand to ensure everyone of these 8 home and 8 away 
games are interesting, and competitive. They have accomplished this through redistribution but also 
through careful marketing of teams and players. Divisional opponents play each other more often than 
non divisional opponents, this causes rivalries to naturally develop. Every week, especially for night 
games, and Monday Night Football there is storylines that draw the viewer in to watch. These reasons 
are not always football related but always add another layer to the game.  
The market for the NFL is arguably the professional sports market. There are several ways we can 
explore the size of this market. One is to look at the valuation of the leagues or of the individual 
                                                
55 Yost, M., p. 83. 
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franchises within these leagues, the other is to look at user expenditures on products and services offered 
by these leagues. 
Figure 2 
57 
From Figure 2, we can see that professional sports and sports related spending is steadily on the rise. 
The NFL has taken advantage of this and in 2011 had an average operating income of almost double 
their next competitor. Although it was not their highest average operating income the league as a whole 
is growing58. Television deals and Internet hits are also up. It is hard to determine their market segment 
percentage, especially as they have a certain monopoly. However they are competitive in their market 
and lead the market in terms of AOI as well as revenue. 
Figure 3 
59 
                                                
57 Hambrecht, W. ”The U.S. Professional Sports Market & Franchise Value Report” 2012 (Online) p. 7. 
Available: http://www.wrhambrecht.com/pdf/SportsMarketReport_2012.pdf (Dec 17 2012) 
58 Plunketresearch.com, “Sports Industry Overview” 2012 (Online) 
Available: http://www.plunkettresearch.com/sports-recreation-leisure-market-research/industry-statistics (December 17 
2012) 
59 Quantast.com, 2012 (Online) Available: http://www.quantcast.com/nfl.com (December 17 2012) 
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From Figure 3 we can see a profile of an NFL user. As mentioned above NFL.com can be seen as a 
periphery to the actual competitive games played in the NFL. Without NFL Game Pass only highlights 
interviews stats and analysis can be found on NFL.com. The demographics illustrated here are then not 
indicative of the average users of the NFL, they could however, be summarized as heavy users in that 
they are attempting to further their NFL experience and attain further information and access to the 
NFL. There is a 51-49 split men to women, with a high probability that users are 18 to 54 years of age. 
The 25 to 44 age segment being the most apparent. As well there is a high ration of Caucasian, African 
American and Hispanic users. The NFL has been good at targeting women and key demographics. There 
is higher use among those who make 50,000 dollars a year or more and have children60. 
 
3.10 Super	  Bowl:	  
The NFL's power can be seen by the popularity of the Super Bowl. All 10 of the most popular programs 
in television history are Super Bowls61. It is a marketing giant with 30 second advertisement spots going 
for 3.5 million dollars in 201262. The Super Bowl also differs from the other professional sports leagues 
finals. The NHL NBA and MLB all have 7 game series that have a minimum of 4 games. The single 
game arrangement of the Super Bowl means that the NFL puts everything they have into one game.  
 
3.11 Non	  revenue	  related	  marketing:	  
The NFL also ensures their merchandise is of the highest quality. They only offer their official logo to 
one company to make all the clothes for the NFL. The NFL clothing contract is one of the most lucrative 
clothing deals in professional sports worth 250 million paid by Nike to gain the rights from Reebok63. 
Again this illustrates the NFL's mentality of strong league wide branding. The NFL demands high 
quality even if that limits quantity. This tough business plan is projected to the consumer, the final 
product, the competitive games further illustrate the brand identity of the league.  
                                                
60 Ibid 
61 Yost, M., p. 87. 
62 ESPN.com, ”Super Bowl Ads cost average of $3.5M”, 2012 (Online) 
Available: http://espn.go.com/nfl/playoffs/2011/story/_/id/7544243/super-bowl-2012-commercials-cost-average-35m 
(December 17 2012) 
63 Dillon, D., ”NFL getting ready to transition to new Nike era for Apparel” 2012 (Online) Available: 
http://sportsillustrated.cnn.com/2012/writers/dennis_dillon/04/02/nike/index.html (December 17 2012) 
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The NFL also markets themselves through their athletes and sales of jerseys. “The National Football 
League reports online sales of $70 million for 2006, up 52% from 2005. Total NFL merchandise sales 
for 2006 were $84 million, up 44% from the prior year”64.  
Fantasy football is another way the NFL promotes itself in ways that don’t generate large amounts of 
profit. 
 
3.12 Fantasy:	  
Fantasy football is a more recent focus of the NFL. Starting out in the 60's as an outlet for statistics 
junkies who calculated everything by hand, fantasy football has exploded into a major part of the NFL 
experience65. The Internet has changed fantasy football from a time consuming math heavy hobby, to a 
way to further involve oneself with the league and its players. Fantasy football allows fans to act as a 
general manager and coach of their own team, drafting players and creating their own unique player 
rotations. People join in their own leagues and compete with their fantasy teams in competition based 
off statistics. It takes an in depth knowledge of the game and its players to know which players to play in 
which weeks. This has further enhanced the NFL experience and the NFL has taken to it. NFL.com and 
the NFL network host a large amount of fantasy football content that is growing. It does not necessarily 
make money for the NFL but it does bring awareness and interest to the NFL. 
 
3.13 Conclusion	  for	  brand	  and	  marketing:	  
The NFL brand has successfully communicated its core principles to the consumer through highly 
competitive play, that has been helped by redistributional practices. They have also been successful in 
fracturing their services to create wide offerings to please their diverse customer base. Fantasy football, 
merchandise, and use of modern media have increased exposure to the brand without causing the NFL to 
change its image or sacrifice its core product. The NFL has a strong hold on their brand and positions 
themselves well in the professional sports market. Its focus on the league as a whole is a large part of 
their success and image. To that effect, redistribution is a vital part of their business model.   
 
                                                
64 Brohan, M., “NFL 2006 Online Sales Reach $70 Million” 2007 (Online) 
Available: http://www.internetretailer.com/2007/01/17/nfl-2006-online-sales-reach-70-million (December 17 2012) 
65 Hunt, M., “How Fantasy Football Works” 2011 (Online) Available: http://entertainment.howstuffworks.com/fantasy-
football2.htm (December 17 2012) 
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3.14 Effect	  of	  Redistribution	  on	  NFL	  Teams	  
We have now shown how the NFL redistributes resources through the NFL draft, revenue sharing, 
salary cap and how they have used these tools to attempt to even competitive play in the NFL. Next we 
will shed light on how this even playing field has worked in practice. The NFLs desire for full stadiums 
began with their “any given Sunday” concept. They wanted all teams to be able to compete, whether 
they were a big market or small market team, and through the draft they wanted bad teams to be able to 
add elite talent and be able to turn their team around. The addition of talent has seemingly worked, as 
there have been numerous occasions of teams going from bad to good records year over year. 
In 2007-2008 the Miami Dolphins finished with a 1-15 record66. They ended up with the first pick in the 
draft and selected Jake Long67. Long was chosen to improve the Dolphins weak offensive line, and he 
did. The Dolphins had a huge turnaround season and ended with 11-5 record in the 2008-2009 season. 
Long was not the sole reason for this turnaround, but he did play a part in the teams overall 
improvement. Another example is the Indianapolis Colts. In the 1997-1998 season they ended up with a 
3-1368 record, and missed the playoffs for the 17th time the past 20 years. They drafted Peyton Manning, 
a gifted quarterback and started to build their offense around his skills. Manning set many rookie records 
his first year, but also struggled. The Colts again had a 3-13 record, but the next year Manning had 
developed a great deal, and he led the team to a 13-3 record and a 2nd place finish in the AFC69. 
Indianapolis is not a big market, but the Colts managed to be very competitive with Manning, until 2011 
where he suffered a serious injury, and was later traded to the Denver Broncos. The Colts finished 1st in 
the AFC South eight out of the next 13 years, made 2 Super Bowls, winning one of those, and Manning 
was crowned as the NFLs most valuable player four times70.   
There are many others example like this: 
                                                
66 Sportsillustrated.com, ”Biggest One Season NFL Turnarounds” 2012 (Online) 
Available:http://sportsillustrated.cnn.com/multimedia/photo_gallery/0812/nfl.biggest.one.season.turnarounds/content.1.html 
(December 17 2012) 
67 NFL.com, “2008 Draft”, 2012 (Online) 
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(December 17 2012) 
69 Sportsillustrated.com, ”Biggest One Season NFL Turnarounds” 2012 (Online) 
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(December 17 2012) 
70 Pro-football-reference.com, ”Indianapolis Colts Franchise Encyclopedia”, 2012 (Online) 
Available: http://www.pro-football-reference.com/teams/clt/ (December 17 2012) 
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In 1996 New England Patriots went from 6-10 in 1995 to 11-5, the year after the New York Jets 
improved from a 1-15 to 9-7, in 1998 the Atlanta Falcons improved from a 7-9 record to a 14-2 record 
(tied for 2nd best record that year), in 2001 the Chicago Bears went from 5-11 record the year before to 
a 13-3 record71. There are many other examples of these huge turnarounds, but there are also teams that 
go the other way. The year after the Chicago Bears went from 5-11 to 13-3, they had another bad year, 
going just 4-1272. The Oakland Raiders made the Super Bowl in 2002, but they have not made the 
playoffs the last 10 years. The Buffalo Bills went to the Super Bowl four straight times in the early 90s. 
They made the Wild Card round of the playoffs in 2000 but have not made the playoffs the last 12 years. 
This information shows that the NFL has to a large part succeeded in terms of achieving a league where 
fans are interested because every game matters, and because ones favorite team can go from top to 
bottom (and vice versa) very quickly. The NFLs redistribution of resources and even playing field gives 
the teams more mobility within the league. Teams can get a great player in the draft, and turn their 
franchise around from one year to another, or they might lose players due to their contracts running out 
and the players signing with other teams, due to injuries, or due to other teams simply becoming 
stronger.  
However, even though the NFL attempts to have even competition for its teams it is very important to 
understand that it is far from a completely equal system, and that some teams do in fact have advantages 
over others. There are shared revenues, but there are also unshared revenues such a suite- and club-level 
ticket sales73. Teams can generate enormous revenues from these, and teams with new and larger 
stadiums will typically have more of club boxes and suites, meaning they bring in more money that does 
not have to be shared. This led some owners to claim that these stadium revenues were creating a league 
of haves and have-nots. Some owners attempt to find ways to generate revenue that does not have to be 
shared, which is very understandable, and this results in some teams having more money than others. In 
2011 the Dallas Cowboys had an average attendance of 85.512 at their home games, ranking 1st in the 
NFL, while the Cincinnati Bengals averaged just 49.251 people at their home games74. With 35.000 
more people at all of their home games, the Dallas Cowboys are very likely to make more money from 
food sales and be able to attract more local sponsors, resulting in them having an advantage over the 
                                                
71 Yost, M., p. 209. 
72 Ibid 
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Bengals. Even though the Cowboys cannot spend that money on more players due to the salary cap, they 
can improve their team (and business) in other ways. With more money a team can hire better coaches, 
physical trainers, improve the teams practice field etc. They can even hire better General Managers who 
are usually the ones to make personnel decisions for the team. Although shared revenue creates a more 
equal playing field, there are still NFL teams who have large advantages over others. 
Winning culture is another thing that is important to understand when talking about the NFL and its 
even playing field. Some teams have a history of winning. They are not afraid to spend extra money if 
they believe they can improve the team’s chances of winning. In 1994 Bob Kraft purchased the New 
England Patriots, for $172 million, a record back then. The Patriots were the worst league at the time in 
the league winning just 14 of their 64 games from 1990-1993. The team was also last in revenue and in 
payroll75. However Kraft managed to turn the team around big time. He took a grassroots approach to 
spreading excitement about the team, and before their first game the team had sold out its eight home 
games before the season started. That was the first time that had happened in Patriots history. Since 
Kraft took over the team 1994, the Patriots have had only two seasons with more losses than wins, and 
won season with as many losses as wins. That means they had 15 winning seasons out of the last 1876. 
They made the Super Bowl six times during that span, winning three of them77. Kraft had an interesting 
take on the NFL as a business: 
“This is the most fun business in the world. No one should buy a team and run it to make money. There 
are other ways to make money. The bottom line in the NFL is wins and losses. Make decisions and do 
everything you can to make your team win. The profit and loss will come along. That’s the difference in 
this business: You’re generating all your efforts to put your team in the best possible position to win78”. 
Kraft clearly believes that a winning team will result in a successful business. However some owners 
run their teams differently, maybe purely as a business, only caring about profits and loses, and would 
rather sacrifice winning and go for guaranteed earnings, even though winning might generate more 
excitement about the team and lead to more money coming their way from sponsors, ticket sales and 
merchandise sales, you still take a risk when you invest a lot of money in your team. This also shows 
                                                
75 Yost, M., p. 225. 
76 Pro-football-reference.com, “New England Patriots Encyclopedia” 2012 (Online) 
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78 Yost, M., p. 227-228. 
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that even though the NFL promotes even competition, there are other factors that play a large role in 
whether teams will succeed or not. 
  
3.15 Conclusion:	  
By investigating the NFL we have seen that it is an organization that attempts to provide an extremely 
competitive an equal sports league by redistributing resources. They redistribute money by sharing 
revenue from national TV deals, 40% of ticket sales at games, and licensed merchandise. They 
redistribute talent through the draft, where the teams pick in reverse order of their finish in the standings 
the past season, and they also use a salary cap to ensure that all teams can only pay a certain amount of 
money in player salaries every year. It is a huge business that calculates its every move carefully, 
working like a cartel and has a monopoly on the American Football market. Even though the NFL 
provides a very equal playing field for all teams to compete within, certain teams still have advantages 
over others due to unshared revenue, winning culture and owners that believe in focusing on winning, 
rather than making a profit out right. No matter how much focus the NFL puts on having equality 
between their teams, there will always be different types of owners, some good, some bad. Some that are 
willing to invest in their team winning, and some that are more interested in investing in their team as 
business. Some teams will have innovative technologies before others, new types of physical training, 
new way to treat injuries etc. The same can be said about coaches and players, certain teams create 
winning traditions and winning cultures that affect the competitiveness of individual teams. It is difficult 
to objectively determine when a team is under, or over accomplished. However, we can see that certain 
teams, players and coaches are affected by the culture of their franchises, both positively and negatively. 
Acknowledging this allows us to see that even though the NFL provides an equal field, there will still 
exist forms of inequality due to these factors. 
In order to further investigate redistribution, the next chapter will focus on redistribution in societies. 
4 Redistribution in Society 
- What economic and sociological variables affect redistribution and competition in society? 
 
We will now explore redistribution and its affect on competition in societies through a sociological 
review. This review will explore the world actors interact with, and participate in. To help us understand 
the construction of sociological determinants we will implore Pierre Bourdieu’s theory of practice. 
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Bourdieu’s theory of practice is an overarching theory that incorporates practice, fields, habitus, and 
capital. His theories will be used as tools to help us understand. 
- Taxation, redistribution. 
- Economic inequality. 
- Education 
- Social Mobility. 
These terms all relate to redistribution and its effects on competition. In society, competition is less 
obvious to see and calculate than it is in the NFL. Because of this we have created the term Personal 
Competitiveness. 
Personal Competitiveness will be used as a theoretical measurement considered as the accumulation of 
education, and chances for social mobility. Taxation, redistribution, and economic inequality will also 
be understood as relatable to personal competitiveness. Personal competitiveness will be seen as the 
connection from the NFL to society, it allows us to blend the realist approach of economics and the 
relativist approach of Bourdieu as we focus on competition. It allows us to create an understanding of 
similarity between competition in the NFL and competition in society. 
 
4.1 Taxes	  and	  Redistribution:	  
Redistribution is the allocation of acquired resources to reduce inequalities79. It can take various forms, 
it can be a direct transfer of wealth, or increased infrastructure investment which can lead to a reduction 
of inequality in society. To begin to understand redistribution as a tool we must first consider how this 
money is gathered by governments through taxes. 
 
4.2 Taxes:	  
From Figure 4 we can see that all countries have taxes in place for income, profits, capital gains, social 
security, property, and goods and services. As a percentage of total tax by sector we 
                                                
79 Freedictionary.com, ”Redistribution”, 2012 (Online) 
Available: http://www.thefreedictionary.com/redistribution (December 17 2012) 
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see that taxes range from 17.2 to 61.1 percent for income, profits and capital gains. And 18.2 to 50.5 
percent for goods and services80. 
Figure 4 
 
Figure 5 shows total-tax-revenue for the OECD which further illustrates the differences in countries 
attainment of tax revenue, in 2010 Denmark's total-tax-revenue as a percentage of GDP was 47.7 and 
Mexico was less than half at 18.881. 
 
 
 
 
                                                
80 OECD.org, ”OECD Tax Database” 2012 (Online) Available: 
http://www.oecd.org/tax/taxpolicyanalysis/oecdtaxdatabase.htm (December 17 2012) 
81 Ibid 
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Figure 5  
 
 
All countries generate tax revenue differently and depending on the health, and size of the economy, 
countries will generate varying amounts of tax revenue. 
This can be understood as the first process of redistribution, without generating income there is nothing 
to redistribute. It is also important to note, not only how countries create revenue but also how they 
spend it. As it is a circular process, countries must be conscious that the money they spend is an 
investment, in hopes of reproducing wealth, reducing economic inequalities, or both. Redistribution can 
then be understood as forms of spending to reduce inequality in societies, that may assist in the 
reproduction of tax revenue. Not all redistribution has this goal, but it is part of the equation. 
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4.3 Redistribution:	  
The most obvious way to understand redistribution and its relationship with tax revenue is to explore 
income inequality. We can explore income inequality by looking into the Gini Coefficient. The Gini 
Coefficient measures income disparity between citizens. A measure of zero would mean all people in a 
particular country would have the same income, the higher the number the larger the disparity.  
In the late 2000s Slovenia, Denmark, Czech Republic, Slovakia and Norway have the lowest Gini 
coefficients in the OECD, with Chile, Mexico, Turkey, Israel, and the United States have the highest82. 
This statistic shows us overall, how countries distribute wealth. It is more complex than to consider 
income inequality as a direct result of redistribution although it is possible to temporarily tax, and 
transfer income to a point where you could reach income parity in a country. No country does this. It is 
also possible that the countries with the lowest inequality could not transfer income at all, spending on 
education and infrastructure could help create equality without directly transferring income. To further 
understand this we can explore social spending to see if there is any connection between equality and 
social spending. 
4.4 Social	  Spending:	  
Figure 6 
 
                                                
82 OECD.com, ”Income distribution – inequality” 2012 (Online) 
Available: http://stats.oecd.org/Index.aspx?QueryId=26068 (December 17 2012) 
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From Figure 6 we can see that the five countries with the most social spending are only represented 
twice, Denmark and Norway. Slovakia, Czech Republic and Slovenia are all in the top 21 out of 34 
countries83. We can also see that the three countries not listed in the top five of social spending have 
below average spending on active labor market policies and education84 85. 
Figure 7 
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Figure 8 
    
 
 
 
Denmark and Norway are the only countries that are in both the top five of social spending, income 
equality and are above average on active labor market policies and education spending. The countries in 
the bottom five are split in education with two countries spending less than average and two more than 
average, Turkeys data is not available. 
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Figure 9 
86  
Figure 10 
87 
Looking at Figure 9 we can see that all five of the bottom countries have below average levels of income 
transfer spending and three out of the five top countries are above average. Figure 10 shows, how 
countries can be grouped in relation to their levels of disposable household income88.  
                                                
86 OECD.com, ”Income Inequality and Growth: The Role of Taxes and Transfers”, 2012 (Online) p. 7 
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4.5 Conclusion:	  
It is not our desire to attempt to discover or explain any correlation between tax revenue generation, and 
redistribution. We merely wish to illuminate how taxes are related to redistribution, and the various 
ways countries create and spend them. We consistently see the same names at the top and bottom of the 
charts, however, countries like Slovenia, the Slovak Republic and the Czech Republic are represented as 
highly above average in terms of inequality and below average in most other indicators. We cannot 
explain this, we can however, see that the countries with low inequality of disposable household income 
are all above average in educational spending, income equality, expenditure on active labour market 
policies, and split in direct income transfers. This leads us to believe that the Gini Coefficient is perhaps 
misleading, or represents only a partial understanding of income inequality. Inequality of disposable 
income helps our understanding of income inequality89 
4.6 The	  Economic	  Field:	  
Pierre Bourdieu’s theory of practice involves fields. For Bourdieu, fields are areas in society 
where actors participate. Bourdieu sees these fields as areas that social actors participate, in much the 
same way actors have classes and a hierarchy, fields also have a hierarchy. Different classes overlap and 
affect one another. For Bourdieu, the political and economic fields have power over other fields. 
Bourdieu was interested in actors relationships with fields and how, both actors could affect these fields 
through power and domination, and how the certain fields are able to dominate and influence other 
fields90. 
The concept of fields allows us to consider taxation and redistribution as sub fields of the meta 
economic field. Taxation and redistribution can influence and steer the economic field and change its 
influence over other fields as well as shift the economic field itself. This can be seen in figure 11 below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
89 Ibid 
90 Grenfell, M., p. 70. 
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Figure 11 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4.7 Income	  Inequality:	  
“Inequality refers to inequality of condition or disparities in the resources power and prestige that people 
or groups currently have91''. 
It is interesting to note that no country, despite a variety of functions in place to redistribute wealth has a 
Gini Coefficient of 0, or complete equality. This is perhaps because it is not a desired outcome. Figure 
12 shows that the majority of people across a diverse group of countries agreed that people who are 
strongly qualified and uniquely gifted should be able to attain more wealth than those who are not. Most 
also agreed that this is only true if people are given the opportunity and chance to succeed92. 
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Figure 12 
93 
As well, a study from the Spirit Level indicated most people are unaware of the amount of income 
inequality in their country and would prefer to live in a country with lower inequality than their own 
when faced with the facts about income inequality in their country94.  
The benefits of societies with high levels of income equality is the topic of the spirit level. 
 
The spirit level makes a quantitatively strong argument for the redistribution of wealth, by looking into: 
- Mental health and drug use. 
- Physical health and life expectancy. 
- Obesity. 
- Educational performance. 
- Teenage births. 
- Violence. 
- Imprisonment and punishment. 
- Social mobility.    
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The spirit level concludes that redistribution has far ranging affects that benefit both the rich and poor 
members of society. It attempts to explain that many of societies modern problems are more related to 
the distribution of wealth as opposed to the attainment of total wealth. 95  
Figure 13 
 
Total wealth without redistribution has a limited ability to improve societal indicators. We can see that 
life expectancy is influenced by wealth, but the law of diminishing returns causes income over 15000 
USD to not drastically improve life expectancy96. Considering that equality, not income, affects the 
above variables as well as life expectancy, and feelings of satisfaction in ones work and private life97. 
We begin to see the importance of equality. 
 
As well, personal debt has steadily risen and rises with income inequality, this can be explained by 
people requiring possessions to express their identity. The more unequal a society is the less identity one 
has, the middle class shrinks and it becomes more important to express your wealth through possessions, 
regardless of actual income98. Debt can be seen as a bi-product of this desire99. Adam Smith emphasized 
the importance of being able to “present oneself creditably in society without the shame and stigma of 
apparent poverty”100. This thought underlines several of the categories explored in the spirit level. Tim 
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96 Jackson, T., “Prosperity Without Growth”, Earthscan, 2009, p. 40. 
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99 Jackson, T., p. 30. 
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Jackson the author of prosperity without growth summarizes it as “We buy things we don't need, with 
money we don't have, to impress people we don’t care about. Or worse still, don't care about us”101. 
 
4.8 Conclusion:	  
We return to the question of how redistribution affects societies. The spirit level quantitatively explains 
its effect by illuminating societal markers that societies feel are important to determine the success of a 
nation and prosperity. These are not the only factors that can be considered but it paints a very broad and 
statistically verifiable picture of the societal effects of income redistribution. 
Income Inequality can then be seen to comprise the cultural field. Our project will consider the 
economic field and the cultural field as the two meta fields, all others will be sub fields of these two 
categories, as we explore competition. 
The eight variables explored in the spirit level can then be considered, as either independent sub fields or 
statistical indicators within the cultural field that are, influenced by the economic field. 
We do not necessarily need to map these and show how they overlap and affect each other. It is only 
important, for the sake of this project to understand the affect income redistribution has on societies. 
These variables allow us to put into perspective the fields, and both the subjective and objective 
relationship an actor has with them. 
The spirit level also allows us to consider the subjective structural determinants affecting actors and 
their relationship with personal competitiveness. Before we can consider an actor and their personal 
competitiveness we have to consider them as independent agents participating in the social world. 
Actors are socialized in drastically different ways and their socialization is constructed by their 
surroundings and taken with them as they enter fields. Bourdieu's theory of practice acknowledges this 
through his theory of habitus and capital. 
4.8.1 Habitus:	  
For Bourdieu Habitus is the properties of social agents, it focuses on our ways of thinking, being, and 
interpreting our history. Habitus is a sort of social inheritance, an accumulation of experiences. To him, 
habitus is part of an equation to understand practices, or actor’s decision making processes. Habitus can 
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be thought of as a structuring mechanism, shaping decisions and practices. Habituses are neither 
objective nor subjective, neither free will or structural coercion that makes us the way we are, or makes 
us enjoy the things we enjoy. Our habitus explains our tastes and preferences and begins to help us 
understand our actions102. As mentioned above, habitus and field should be understood as connected. An 
actor can affect fields in much the same way fields affect actors. He also understood the reproduction of 
class as influenced by habitus. 
4.8.2 Capital:	  
Bourdieu attempted to further the notion of capital from the economic to the symbolic. Symbolic forms 
of capital include103. 
- Cultural. 
- Linguistic. 
- Scientific. 
- Literary. 
He attempted to explain that actors in society can acquire and possess different forms of symbolic 
capital that can be used and exchanged in various fields104. For Bourdieu, capital is not necessarily 
passed along from class to class but it is acquired and reproduced as we become socialized in various 
fields. To understand capital it is important to think about an actor’s habitus. If habitus entails an actors 
properties, then capital can be seen as instruments that actors acquire from both the habitus and fields 
they are exposed to. Capital is also important to understand how and why we participate in various 
fields. As we have touched on, certain actors and certain characteristics are deemed more desirable, or 
dominant over others. In much the same way certain forms of capital are deemed more desirable than 
others. To understand this lets think about the education system, literary, and linguistic capital. 
According to Bourdieu, the education system reproduces classes because dominant classes decide what 
characteristics are deemed desirable, what kind of knowledge is valued over others. A student from a 
dominant household will most likely be socialized with literary and linguistic capital that his or her 
teachers relate to high intelligence, it is theorized by Bourdieu that this student would then be more 
likely to succeed105. 
                                                
102 Grenfell, M., p. 51-55. 
103 Grenfell, M., p. 69. 
104 Grenfell, M., p. 102. 
105 Grenfell, M., p. 105. 
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With capital theory, Bourdieu is attempting to show that in society symbolic capital can have the same 
effect as economic capital, they can both be exchanged to advance ones position in society106. 
Actors who are socialized in societies with high levels of income equality are in a position to acquire 
desirable forms of capital. A safe environment free of societal problems can be seen to aid in the 
development of actor’s accumulation of capital. For Bourdieu, the field of education was a place that 
was largely responsible for the reproduction of classes. He saw it as a place of domination and is 
understood by us as the most important field, as well as exemplary of how capital and habitus’ can affect 
actor’s relationships with certain fields107. 
4.9 Education:	  
 
Figure 14 
108 
                                                
106 Grenfell, M., p. 104. 
107 Grenfell, M., p. 76 and 95. 
108 OECD.com, “Education at a glance 2012”, 2012 (Online) Available: http://www.keepeek.com/Digital-Asset-
Management/oecd/education/education-at-a-glance-2012/educational-attainment-adult-population-2010_eag-2012-table6-en 
(December 17 2012) 
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Figure 15 
109 
In Figure 14 and 15 we can see different levels of spending on education and income distribution. Of the 
top 15 in income redistribution nine are represented in the top 15 of educational spending. 
As well, we can see the average educational attainment for these countries and the influence of parental 
background on student achievement in secondary education. In these graphs we can see that of the top 
five countries in income equality only Denmark and Norway are above the OECD average in tertiary 
educational attainment. Figure 15 shows that Denmark and Norway are below average in terms of 
parental influence on student test scores. This also indicates that education in these countries is less tied 
to parental influences than average110. 
This shows that there is no simple answer to say that more equal countries spend more on education. 
Education is correlated with future earnings, and is positively correlated with parental income111 and 
arguably the most important factor to personal competitiveness. We can see from a variety of studies the 
effect education has on the future income of children. These studies underline the importance of 
education and its affect on the future chances of attaining education and income. However it is not that 
simple.  
 
 
 
 
                                                
109 OECD.com, ”A Family Affair: Intergenerational Social Mobility across OECD Countries” 2010 (Online). Available: 
http://www.oecd.org/centrodemexico/medios/44582910.pdf p. (December 17 2012) 
110 Ibid 
111 Keister, L. and Southgate, D., p. 229 and 236. 
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Figure 16 
112 
Fees for higher education like those found in the USA and England act as a gatekeeper to social mobility 
due to its high cost113. In the American public school system we can see that due to state funded, not 
federally funded schools, education is reliant on individual states determining how much money can be 
made available for childhood education. In Savage Inequalities Jonathon Kozol found that per student 
education cost went from $15000 for an affluent area to $3000 for a poorer urban area114. By the time 
these children become adults and enter university, tuition fees will bar entry to certain, if not all schools. 
This system recreates class structure by only making higher education available to those who can afford 
it. Realizing that income is positively correlated with education we can see how this system perpetuates 
itself. This type of education system belies the thought discussed earlier that equal opportunity allows 
unequal income distribution. 
The American system is in stark contrast to the Scandinavian system. Scandinavian countries rank high 
in social mobility (Figure 17), education spending and tax revenue as a percentage of GDP. This model 
of high tax revenue creation and high spending on education is positively correlated with future 
earnings115. 
 
                                                
112 Keister, L. and Southgate, D., p 236. 
113 Keister, L. and Southgate, D., p. 231. 
114 Keister, L. and Southgate, D., p. 249. 
115 Stateofworkingamerica.org, ”Intergenerational mobility and income inequalities in 22 countries” 2012 (Online) p. 48. 
Available: http://stateofworkingamerica.org/chart/swa-mobility-figure-3q-intergenerational/ (December 17 2012) 
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Figure 17 
 
Education is important for other reasons, people with more education earn more, are more satisfied with 
their work and leisure time, are less likely to be unemployed, more likely to be healthy, less likely to be 
criminals, more likely to volunteer their time and vote in elections116. Actors with the opportunity to 
access education in a strong society are at an advantage, to those living in an environment with societal 
problems. If we consider that an actors parental educational level and income alongside the health and 
equality of a society we can see how, educational attainment is a constructed, and reproduced process. 
The higher and lower classes have a high probability to reproduce themselves, redistribution of 
resources and the availability of education can help to break this pattern. The correlation between 
educational spending and intergenerational income elasticities helps us see this connection. 
 
4.10 Genetics,	  Home	  life	  and	  Parental	  Income:	  
Studying the effects of genes and income over generations is difficult. The basic approach is to look at 
intergenerational adult earnings and assign it an elasticity based on how close it is to staying the same. If 
there was no intergenerational mobility at all (that is, the intergenerational income elasticity was equal to 
1), all poor children would become poor adults and all rich children would become rich adults. 
“In the case of complete intergenerational mobility (that is, the intergenerational income elasticity was 
equal to zero), there would be no relationship between family background and the adult income 
outcomes of children”.117  
                                                
116 Wilkinson R. and Pickett K., p. 103. 
117 Conferenceboard.ca, ”Intergenerational Income Mobility” 2012 (Online)  
Available: (http://www.conferenceboard.ca/hcp/details/society/intergenerational-income-mobility.aspx) (December 17 2012) 
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We will now look at family life and genetics to determine their effect on intergenerational parental 
income. 
Genes affect an individual in a variety of ways. Often studies are done separately from family life but 
because  “genetic differences affect the environments that people choose or create for themselves”118 
and home environments are created and structured for children without their direct input, it seems that 
genetics and family life and background can be explored together. 
To study the effects of intergenerational income elasticities, mobility and inequality examines children 
living with biological parents and adopted parents. They found that children raised by biological fathers 
have a .232 intergenerational earnings elasticity. While children adopted before their first birthday had 
an intergenerational earnings elasticity of .139. This means that adopted children’s income is closer to 0, 
which is closer to complete intergenerational mobility. Adopted children’s earnings are less related or 
more highly elastic towards their parents119. 
Mobility and inequality discovered that over the long term, adopted children earn less than biological 
children and have lower IQ's. These findings are in contrast to Astone and Mclanahan who showed that 
adopted children perform higher in school than those raised by their natural parents120 121. This could be 
partly explained by the adoption process, which is highly selective about who can adopt children. 
However, it shows that genes can only account for part of the explanation towards intergenerational 
income elasticities. This is further explained by studying income earned by identical twins. There is 
about a 2/5 difference in income earned from twin to twin. Another large study done in the 1970's 
discovered income elasticity was .30 for sons who grew up with their biological fathers, and .12 for sons 
who never met their fathers, again we can see there is about 2/5 difference from the biological father 
raising his child compared to when the child is raised in a different environment122. 
Genes are not only to be understood as a predetermined biological factor. They affect people in three 
ways. “Genetic differences lead to physiological differences among individuals who grow up in the 
same environment, and these differences can affect both skills and behavior. Second, genetic differences 
affect the way members of a society treat one another. Third, genetic differences affect the environments 
that people choose or create for themselves”123.  
                                                
118 Fields, G., Grusky, D. and Morgan, S., “Mobility and Inequality”, Standford University Press, 2006, p. 34 
119 Fields, G., Grusky, D. and Morgan, S., p. 35. 
120 Ibid 
121 Keister, L. and Southgate, D., p. 248. 
122 Fields, G., Grusky, D. and Morgan, S., p. 35 
123 Fields, G., Grusky, D. and Morgan, S., p. 34 
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These factors affect what is called the big five personality traits. “Extraversion agreeableness 
conscientiousness neuroticism and openness124''. These traits are passed on both through genetics and 
through the structure of home life as forms of capital. Families promote certain behaviors and illustrate 
desirable behavior to children before they are socialized. The capital children receive from their parents 
and the big five personality traits have a strong effect on future earnings. The education system 
legitimizes this learned behavior by promoting certain types of knowledge and understandings. As 
mentioned above, the powerful members of society and those with influence who make policy and 
control the education system reproduce what they learned as children, they are thus able to better teach 
their children these behaviors and pass this capital to them. 
Parental education, and income is correlated to a child’s chances of finishing school and earnings125 (as 
seen in Figure 16). However, the case of adopted children shows that it is not as simple as merely having 
good genetics, the structure of the home life and the capital acquired from a young age are all important 
factors in determining intergenerational mobility. 
4.11 Conclusion:	  
Education is often seen as a right of passage and without higher education a person has missed an 
important life step. Assuming the correlation between education and income earned we can see its 
importance. If education is considered a lifetime milestone than missing that part of ones life would 
create a situation where that individual is not able to enter the competition. 
The Scandinavian countries show that education is perhaps the simplest way to improve personal 
competitiveness but it is not the only factor at play. An individual needs other assets to become more 
competitive. Education should be considered as the most important sub field of the cultural field. In 
countries with free or subsidized higher education we can see the importance of education especially 
when taking into account the Gini Coefficient and income redistribution 
We can now add education, and family life as sub fields of the cultural field and parental income can be 
seen to be an economic sub field. With education especially in countries with tertiary tuition fees we can 
see the obvious signs of the economic fields dominance over the cultural field. 
It is difficult to determine the placement of genetics. Bourdieu would most likely assume genetics were 
not interesting, in that actors are socialized and inundated with capital due to various fields and 
habituses. Their habitus is created by their social world and because of this genetics are a non factor. 
                                                
124 Fields, G., Grusky, D. and Morgan, S., p. 30 
125 Fields, G., Grusky, D. and Morgan, S., p. 23 
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Genetics are not affected by other fields, and to Bourdieu, can therefore be dismissed as irrelevant in the 
social world. As well, the contradictory data we discovered confuses the message about genetics. 
However if we can say with some certainty that genetics do correlate with future earnings to a degree 
then we believe it can be seen as an extension of home life. Ones home life, access to capital and 
parental (biological or adopted) is more important than genetics. However, genetics affect personality 
traits, because of this, they can be seen to affect symbolic capital and could therefore be theorized to 
affect ones disposition to and relationship with the cultural field. Our field chart therefore changes again 
to include the sub fields of, parental income, genetics and home life. 
There is another part of family life and education that cannot be explained by the cultural and economic 
fields. Fields are merely arenas where actors practice. Their existence and other and to actors is 
dependent upon actors relationships with them. Habitus and capital can help explain why certain actors 
relate to these fields the way that they do. Habitus and capital can shed light on why actors in situations 
with strong structural possibilities may eschew the available path for a less socio economically desirable 
path. Bourdieu explained in Reproduction, “how children from culturally wealthy backgrounds inherit 
that wealth, in the form of embodied dispositions which are recognized and valued both by teachers and 
by the institutional procedures of the educational field126”. It is learned behaviors and the reproduction 
of classes that causes structural possibilities to be overlooked. Oppression and symbolic violence explain 
why even when given the opportunity many actors will not, or will not feel it is possible to participate in 
the field of education127. The Scandinavian system exemplifies this, despite having free tertiary 
education and ranking highly in social mobility and all of the other variables we have explored there is 
still not perfect equality. Habitus and capital can help explain this, the dominant members of society 
continue to have larger influence over the fields that all actors must participate in, Scandinavian 
countries have effectively weakened the power of the economic field over the educational field, however 
actors individual tastes, preferences and histories continue to determine their relationship within these 
fields. As more individuals enter into the field of education and acquire new and different forms of 
capital their habitus and their children’s will be different. The more members of society with access to 
education, not the ultimate level of education for a small minority is crucial to the effect redistribution 
can have on competition.  
 
                                                
126 Grenfell, M., p. 95. 
127 Fields, G., Grusky, D. and Morgan, S., p. 27-28. 
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Figure 18 
 Competitiveness 
4.12 Social	  Mobility:	  
Two types of societies exist in terms of social mobility. Open and closed systems. One allows, and even 
encourages social mobility and one attempts to stop it. Examples of a closed system would be a society 
where a caste system is implemented, regardless of skills and abilities. Certain members of society due 
to caste will be omitted from possibly moving up the social ladder. The open system, to varying degrees 
is what is found in modern western developed democracies. These societies encourage all to attempt to 
improve upon their social position with the opposite possibility of a loss of social position as a distinct 
possibility128. These societies have a competitive spirit where, 'the best man shall win' so to speak. The 
general consensus across the world is that people should be able to achieve their goals in terms of social 
position if they are willing to work hard, attain talent, and merit above others (as seen in Figure 12). 
There are then two ways a person can move up the social ladder. Through the structure (assuming we 
are talking about a open stratification system) or through the individual. The individual can improve 
social position through personal merit, talent, social networks, marriage etc. Family life, location, 
learned social behaviors, access to capital and education all play an important role in determining the 
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success of an individual. The other type is structural. This can be understood by thinking of economic 
booms and depressions. In times of recessions and depressions even the most uniquely qualified may not 
be able to improve their position on the social ladder. In these times entire groups of people may move 
down the social ladder and entire classes can be thinned 
out or removed from the social world. The opposite can also be true, perhaps oil is found in a remote 
part of the world and the new investment and infrastructure leads to new jobs for an entire community 
that was perhaps relying on subsistence farming before the newfound oil. It is the opinion of the paper 
that these cannot be separated from one another. Structural mobility has the opportunity to move entire 
groups of people up or down the social ladder quicker and easier than individual mobility, however a 
certain level of economic stability will always need to be present to allow for upward mobility. That is 
to say a normal growth rate in the economy will undoubtedly aid individual mobility129. 
To understand class we will implore the continuous class approach. This assumes that there is a 
continuous line of classes and different groups occupy a space along this line, in this approach there is 
no strong distinction between classes, they do not occupy rigid boxes130. 
Society accepts classes and ranks occupations and people accordingly. It is however, not only economic 
factors that helps us define these classes. Unique and special skills, training, influence in community life 
as well as strong social networks are all deemed important to social class131. These various factors can 
be seen as prestige and power, together with economic factors we can begin to understand how we rank 
these factors to define social status. Interestingly, studies across the world and across markedly different 
cultures have consistently ranked occupations in similar ways132. Across the world, doctors are seen to 
be in a higher social class than cab drivers, it is not just that we know a doctor earns more than a cab 
driver, we also know he has unique and special skills as well as community influence due to his position. 
The spirit level found that “equality of opportunity is the idea that anybody by their own merits and 
handwork can achieve a better social or economic position for themselves and their family”133. 
Economic considerations like income and wealth is the most obvious sign of social class, society 
assumes that income will follow unique skills and special abilities. 
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4.13 Conclusion:	  
Social mobility does not appear on our chart because it is not a field. It can be seen as a measurement 
relating to intergenerational income elasticities. In that sense it is more relatable to income equality. We 
have separated it because we determine it to be subject to our delineated fields, not just a measure of 
intergenerational income. The countries with high intergenerational income elasticities do rank highly in 
education spending and all have free or subsidized tertiary education.   
Social mobility can only be accomplished if the structure of society allows it. As well individual actors 
must possess the abilities and desire to take advantage of the structure. 
4.14 Personal	  Competitiveness:	  
There is a competitive nature in society that allows certain members of society to reap the social and 
economic rewards of their special and unique talents. Personal competitiveness can then be seen as the 
culmination of an actors various forms of capital, and their habitus as they participate in their 
constructed worlds in the various fields that affect both the actor and their relationship with these fields. 
Redistribution of resources affects actors by changing both the relationship of the fields where they 
practice but also the dominance of certain fields over others. As actors are socialized they attain capital 
and accumulate experiences seen as their habitus. The socially constructed world of fields will affect 
these actors, and as future generations are socialized within the same structure we can understand the 
reproduction of classes. Redistributions effect on fields will in turn affect actors who will in turn affect 
future generations. 
Bourdieu’s theories allow us to understand personal competitiveness as neither solely individualistic or 
structuralist. His theory of capital and habitus was understood as relatable to family life, and its effect on 
educational outcomes was examined. Fields explored where actors with their individual habituses 
participate. This participation can be seen as practice. Bourdieu’s theories can be understood 
as:                              
  
[(Habitus) + (Capital)]Field = Practice  
 
“Practice results from relations between one’s dispositions (habitus) and one’s position in a field 
(capital), within the current state of play of that social arena (field)”134. Practice can then be seen as the 
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final understanding of the three previous parts of Bourdieu’s theory. Practice theory is a tool to help 
understand, actions, behaviors tastes and preferences of actors. “To understand practices we need to 
understand both the evolving fields within which social agents are situated and the evolving habituses, 
which those social agents bring to their social fields of practice”135. 
A society with even distribution of resources and equal income equality will narrow the gap within 
classes. By narrowing the gap between classes more people enter the competitive world. We understand 
personal competitiveness as the combination of education and social mobility. This is because of the 
importance of education in creating an economically balanced world. Social mobility is then seen as a 
measure to gauge personal competitiveness as it relates to income equality. We can theorize that 
redistribution has the effect of incorporating more people into the competitive world by giving them 
chances to participate in our field study, without being subjected to economic forces, and oppression by 
the dominant classes. 
It is the reproduction of capital that causes the importance of redistribution, without the ability to allow 
all members of society to participate in these fields, society has already put the next generation at a 
disadvantage. Bourdieu’s theory of practice illustrates how personal competitiveness cannot be 
understood separate from the structures that affects it, nor from the subjective reality of actors, feelings 
of life satisfaction, trust, crime, substance abuse and other societal health indicators. It can also be seen 
to affect actor’s personal competitiveness through their constructed worlds. An actor living in a society 
with strong feelings of satisfaction, trust, safety, and the ability attend school, especially tertiary 
educational programs can be seen as more competitive. Educational performance is not only the ability 
to attend school but also involves home life, and a strong home environment to promote the possibility 
of succeeding in school through the attainment of capital and affecting actors habituses. Redistribution 
allows more members of a society to participate on a level playing field. This benefits not only those at 
the bottom of the social ladder, but also those at the top. A strong society performs better for all 
members, and as more members are given an opportunity to succeed, more members can contribute to 
society and continue the process of wealth creation, and redistribution. A lack of equality may only 
directly harm those in the lower social classes but it also affects those at the top. Redistribution of 
resources can be seen to level the playing field and improve personal competitiveness for more members 
of society than if it did not exist, through both direct and indirect income transfers and societal spending.  
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“When students must compete with one another for limited space in prestigious colleges and positions in 
the occupational hierarchy, they are more likely to work harder than if no competition existed”136. 
Redistribution, as the allocation of resources to ease inequality can be understood to improve social 
cohesion, and competition, and affect actor’s habituses and attainment of capital.  
5 Conclusion 
 
“How does the redistribution of resources affect the competitiveness of actors in society and teams in 
the NFL?”  
Our paper attempted to discover redistributions relationship with competition, by exploring the NFL and 
the redistributional practices implored by them, as well as looking into societies relationship with 
redistribution through economic and sociological variables. It was not our intention to relate the NFL 
with society as similar in their organization. However, we were able to create a framework to understand 
redistribution and competition that was relevant and illuminating for both the NFL and society. Our 
interest was to explore the anomaly of redistribution in the NFL. Our research led us to realize that the 
individual franchises act as a cartel within the NFL. This is paramount to understanding both how and 
why redistribution, is implemented and successful. The strong grasp the NFL has on the direction and 
brand of the individual franchises helps us understand their success in creating competitive parity within 
the league. Despite creating a certain amount of economic parity we can see that culture in the NFL and 
cultural capital acquired and implemented by teams, players, owners and the entire organization are 
affected by redistribution and affect the competitive play in the NFL. Similar to our sociological review 
we can see that individuals cannot be understood outside, or independent of structures. The NFLs action 
can be seen as an attempt to create a strong brand and create revenue, whole individual franchises as 
they are comprised of individual actors cannot be understood so simply. We can see by the actions of 
different franchise owners that they have different desires and understandings of how to run a NFL 
franchise and what the ultimate goal of ownership is. This can be seen down through the coaching 
personnel to the players. Our discovery of redistribution in a business as a tool to improve, not only 
competitive play but the image and success of the business leads us to hypothesize that redistribution as 
a tool may be able to improve competitiveness in other businesses that may not consider it as an 
available tool. 
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It was through our sociological review that we were able to create the framework and key terms to 
understand redistributions relationship with competition. Our key terms included personal 
competitiveness. This term allowed us to link our understanding of competition in both the NFL and 
society. We created this framework because we realized we could not understand redistribution as a 
single variable acting alone. It is apparent redistribution effects a variety of fields and other variables, as 
well as its affected by actors who are affected by these fields. It was Bourdieu's theories that allowed us 
to explore redistribution and competition in this relativistic and multi-dimensional way. Similar to the 
NFL, we discovered that individuals and their relationship with the fields that affect and are affected by 
redistribution is the most powerful force in affecting actors, although actors cannot act outside of 
structures their individual habituses and relationship, and access to education was discovered to be the 
most influential factor in determining competitiveness.  
Redistribution, winning traditions and the dominant members of societies reproduction of class 
structures can be understood to both affect competition and competitiveness in the NFL and society. 
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